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One of those techniques is using inductive peaking at the
TIA load resistance. This technique allows enhancing about
40% of the TIA circuits’ bandwidth. In the inductive peaking
technique, the inductor is placed to resonate with load
capacitance reducing the bandwidth. As the result, the
bandwidth of circuit is improved. In [2], one idea using the
on-chip inductor serried with the controllable load resistance
has increased the bandwidth of 2.5 Gbps transceiver to
1.45GHz at 57dBΩ gain (Figure 2 (a)). The 3.3V supply
voltage chip was fabricated based on 0.35µm CMOS
technology. The result of [2] has confirmed that the obvious
advantage of the inductive peaking technique is improving
transimpedance bandwidth without sacrificing lowfrequency gain. However, the stray capacitance that degrades
bandwidth is directly proportional to the size of the inductor.
The smaller the size of the inductor, the less bandwidth
degradation. Besides, the effect of high frequency overshoot
severely lessens amplifier stability.

Abstract—This paper presents a new high performance
wideband CMOS transimpedance amplifier (TIA) for 2.5 Gbps
optical transceiver. Our proposed TIA self-regulating adjusts
the controllable inductive peeking load and feedback
resistances whenever overload condition occurs. The proposed
TIA design exhibits bandwidth enhancement, lower input
referred noise, and higher amplifier stability. This TIA has
69dBΩ gain at 3dB bandwidth, 7.2 pA / Hz input referred
noise and good performance of eye diagram. The TIA operates
at the 3.3V supply voltage, and dissipates about 34mA for
whole circuit. The simulation is accomplished with 1pF
capacitance and 0.85A/W responsibility photodiode model.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of optoelectronic integrated
circuits (OEICs) prompts MOS technology to become a main
technology in the high speed optical transceiver designs. In
the
typical
optical
receiver
system
(Figure1),
Transimpedance Amplifier (TIA) amplifies the photodiode
output then converts it into the voltage. Due to the critical
role of TIA compared to adjacent blocks, there are a
considerable number of TIA topologies designed to deal with
inherent trade-offs in noise, bandwidth, stability, etc... Some
techniques are introduced to achieve the high performance of
one or more parameters, such as gain, speed, noise, and
stability [1].

Other technique called Automatic Gain Control (AGC)
function is also used for high performance improvement.
Inthe feedback TIAs, which are usually used in high speed

Figure 1. Optical Receiver
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Figure 2.
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Illustration of TIA for (a) inductive peaking, (b) AGC function

and wideband optical receiver, the wide dynamic range is
required to accommodate with various input currents. Even if
the TIA has wide dynamic range, the large input currents.
Even if the TIA has wide dynamic range, the large input
currents will distort the output waveform, that is, the
overload behavior appears. To avoid the overload condition,
the ACG function is used to adjust the input current by
controlling the value of feedback resistance (Figure 2(b)).
The variation of the feedback resistance corresponds with the
variation of the TIA gain. In general case, the AGC function
is called the technique to satisfy the requirement of the
amplifier stability. In [4], one design that utilizes AGC
function effectively achieves the high circuit stability. That
idea is applied for 1.25 Gbps TIA and claimed for
bandwidth, noise, stability optimum concurrently.
Obviously, there is a trade-off among bandwidth extension,
lower noise and amplifier stability improvement. The higher
feedback resistance,the smaller bandwidth, lower noise, the
more unstable circuit.
This paper proposes a new feedback TIA design applying
the inductive peaking technique for enhance bandwidth
while using AGC function for improving circuit stability.
The new design allows adjusting load and feedback
resistance simultaneously to extend bandwidth without effect
on amplifier stability. This TIA design achieves the
incredible performance for 2.5 Gbps TIA, 69 dBΩ gain at
3dB bandwidth, 7.2 pA / Hz input referred noise and good
performance of eye diagram. The proposed TIA is simulated
based on 0.18 µm CMOS process in Cadence under 3.3V
supply voltage, and dissipates DC current of 34mA.
II.

Figure 3. The core circuit of the proposed TIA

role as current bleeding to reduce the voltage drop across
load resistor RD. Hence, for the same available voltage drop,
much larger load resistor can be used and the flat gain cannot
be decreased. As follow [3] the impedance of inductive
source degeneration, ZD can be calculated:

Z D = r0 + jω LD (1 + Gm r0 )
(2)
Where r0 is the load resistance of the transistor MC, Gm is
the overall transconductance of transistor MC. Assume r0 is

THE ANALYSIS ON PROPOSED
TIA TOPOLOGY

The proposed TIA given in Figure 3 consists of a cascode
M1, M2; source followers M3, M4; a controllable load with
inductive peaking that includes RD, LD, MC and the feedback
network that comprises RF, MAGC. Examining the overall
transfer function of the proposed topology involves very
complex calculation of fifth-order polynomial. Therefore, for
the simplicity, the possible analysis is examining the effects
of each part in the proposed TIA topology.

large enough,
rewritten as:

Z D = RD (1 + jω LD Gm )

1

2 A0

2π RF C PD

(3)

Figure 4 shows the impedance of inductive source
degeneration and its equivalent circuit.
For the voltage gain of cascade topology A0 = g m Z D ,

The core amplifier contains M1, M2 and can be
considered as a single pole amplifier with the dominant pole
at node X, a typical case of a cascode amplifier. From the
detail calculation in [2], the bandwidth of TIA can be given
as:
f−3dB =

r0 ≈ RD and GmRD >>1 then ZD can be

(1)

where, A0 is the open loop gain, RF is the feedback
resistor and CPD is capacitance of photodiode. The open loop
gain, A0, is affected directly from the impedance of the
inductive peaking load. The inductor LD is placed serried to
the load of cascode M1, M2 and affects directly on an open
loop gain to extend the bandwidth. The transistor MC has a

Figure 4. Inductive source degeneration and its equivalent circuit
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from [3] we calculate the absolute value of ZD hence, the
3dB bandwidth of TIA in (1) can be achieved and given as:
f−3dB =

2g

1

m

2π

RD2 (1 + LD 2 Gm 2 )

(4)

RF C PD

Hence, the f−3dB can be expressed as the function of
ratio of RD to RF while the variations of other parameters are
neglected. Because of voltage headroom restriction in
cascode topology, the load resistance should be designed for
smaller value than that of the feedback resistance. When the
value of RF varies vastly, the value of RD changes little in
order to maintain the constraint ratio of RD to RF. The
purpose to adjust the load resistance RD and the feedback
resistance RF simultaneously is voidance the over-peaking
pole during gain variation.

Figure 6. AC gain in different overload input signals 0µA; 200µA; 300µA

converts to output voltage. The control signal from the AGC
control signal part will switch transistors MC, MAGC on as
soon as the output voltage exceeds a threshold voltage. The
AGC control signal part has a comparator to compare the
output voltage with the threshold voltage and accommodates
to the control voltage signal. The last part of overall topology
takes part in converting the serial output to the deferential
outputs in order to match with 50 ohm input impedance of
the next block, limiting amplifier (LA).

Furthermore, changing the values of the load resistance
RD and the feedback resistance RF in the invariable ratio
maintains the constant damping factor [2].

ζ ≅

RF CPD ωO
2
AO + 1

1

(5)

The proposed TIA in Figure 5 is simulated in a TSMC
0.18 µm CMOS process in Cadence. The simulation results
are shown in Figure 6.

Replace the absolute value of A0, (5) can be rewritten as:

ζ

≅

1
2

RF CPDωO

g m RD2 (1 + LD 2 Gm 2 ) + 1

Figure 6 illustrates the gain and the bandwidth variation
in the different overload input signals. In the normal
condition that the input signals are 0µA, the 3dB bandwidth
can get to 1.9GHz while the flat AC gain comes to 69dBΩ.
When the overload input signal appears, the AGC adjusts the
feedback to keep the required bandwidth; gain will be
decreased. Due to the adaptability of controllable inductive
peaking load, that is, load resistance is going down, the gain
is going to increase. The result is gain is constant and the
bandwidth goes down a little. This simulation result is
suitable with (4) and (6) keeping the constants of 3dB
bandwidth and damping factor. If the overload input signal
is 300µA, the 3dB bandwidth is 1.7Gbps that is
stillguarantee of the limitation for the operation of 2.5Gbps
TIA. The 300µA current is the largest overload input current
in this circuit. Figure 7 shows the result of input referred

(6)

Finally, the control of RF and RD values is not only to
maintain the broad 3dB bandwidth achieved by inductive
peaking but also to enhance the circuit stability by upholding
the constant damping factor.
III.

SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The simplified 2.5Gbps TIA topology shown in Figure 5
is preferred in CMOS design because it suppresses the overpeaking during gain degradation and maintains the broad
3dB bandwidth. This TIA topology comprised of three main
parts: the core TIA, an AGC control signal, and a Serial to
Differential (S2D) buffer. The core TIA, as described in part
2, receives the input current from photodiode, amplifies and

Figure 5. Simplified schematic of 2.5 Gbps TIA design

Figure 7. Input referred current noise of the proposed TIA
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